Week 3- Home Learning plan W.C. 18/1/21
This document contains all of the tasks for the week. Each day there is a Maths and English
lesson with an activity and in each afternoon I have given the children an afternoon activity to
do.
On the last page of this document I have given a list of other activities that your child can
complete throughout the week.
If you have any questions or if you would like feedback on your child’s work, please email
year3@hallbrook.leics.sch.uk.

Monday 18th January
Lesson
Maths:
Knowing
pence and
pounds

English:
Reading
Lesson on
Escape from
Pompeii
Afternoon
Activity :
Geography

Learning
See Video – showing and recapping pence and
pounds.
YOU WILL PROBABLY NEED TO GO BACK A
CHALLENGE TODAY SO THAT YOU CAN
REMEMBER ALL YOU KNOW ABOUT MONEY.
This is ok as we are recapping!
See Video on Miss Brittain reading the next page of
the book.

Watch the video on about Volcanos.

Activity
1. Look at challenge A today – can you answer all of these correctly?
2. If you can then look at Challenge B – can you answer all of these
correctly?
3. Then work through the 3 examples with Miss Rushby on the video.
Challenge C – try is you’re confident with money
Challenge D - very confident and has to be independent!
Click on this link here to answer the questions on what we have read. If
you need to re-watch the video to find the answers this is fine. The
pages of the book will be uploaded to dojo so that you can go back to
the text to find the answers.
If you can and have all of the ingredients you can create a volcano in
your home just like Miss Brittain has done in the video. You will need
washing-up liquid, vinegar, a plastic cup, baking soda.
Label the parts of the volcano using the template to help you fill in the
missing words.

Tuesday 19th January
Lesson

Learning

Activity

Maths:
convert
pence into
pounds

See video showing how to convert (change) pence
into pounds and pounds into pence

If challenge B is too tricky go to A.
Challenge A – money in jar – end example looks at pounds and pence.
Challenge - B recapping pounds and pence converting. ALL CHILDREN
MAY NEED TO START WITH THIS ONE TODAY!
Challenge C – converting pounds and pence and different ways and
explaining reasoning.
Challenge D – independent explaining using fewest coins and making own
examples using a question to help them as a frame.

English:
Reading
Lesson on
Escape from
Pompeii
Afternoon
Activity : RE

See Video on Miss Brittain reading the next page
of the book.

Click on this link here to answer the questions on what we have read.
If you need to re-watch the video to find the answers this is fine.
The pages of the book will be uploaded to dojo so that you can go
back to the text to find the answers.

What do Christians celebrate at Easter?
Read the information on the ‘Holy Week’
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztkxpv4/a
rticles/z4t6rj6
Watch this video to learn more:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/religious-studies-ks2-easter/znkngwx

Split your paper into 4 sections, in each section you need to choose a
service that Christians celebrate at Easter. In each section you can
draw pictures or write sentences about the service and what this
represents to Christians.

Wednesday 20th January
Lesson

Learning

Activity

Maths:
Add amounts
of money

See the video about how to add different
amounts of money together

If challenge B is too tricky go to A.
Challenge A – own adding of coins using different amounts e.g. add 2 coins, add 3
coins, add 4 coins. Remember answers shouldn’t be in coins unless they are one!
Challenge - B recapping part whole model then moving onto word problems
using addition. ALL CHILDREN MAY NEED TO START WITH THIS ONE
TODAY!
Challenge C – adding word problems.
Challenge D – independently adding word problems and making own using bar model
examples using as a frame. Explaining why?

English:
Explanation
Writing

See video of Miss Brittain explaining what
time conjunctions are.

Click on this link and add a time conjunction to the sentences.
Use the word mat on the website to help you.

Afternoon
Activity :
Science

Watch the video of Miss Brittain exploring
magnetic and non magnetic materials.

Look around your home sort materials into magnetic and non-magnetic using
a magnet. Use the template provided to help you.
You could use fridge magnets or paper clips to test this.
PLEASE NOTE: Magnets can be extremely dangerous if swallowed,
especially small magnets. So please do not use magnets where you have
younger brothers and sisters around. They can also damage or interfere
with technical equipment so don't use near phones and computers just in
case.

Thursday 21st January
Lesson

Learning

Activity
If challenge B is too tricky go to A.
Challenge A –making a total. Then ch if needed could subtract a total from £1 and
£2.
Challenge - B recapping part whole subtraction then number sentences. ALL
CHILDREN MAY NEED THIS ONE TODAY!
Challenge C – numberline counting on/ counting back subtraction explaining. Then
complete subtraction number sentences.
Challenge D – independent subtraction number sentences practice and making own
subtraction bar model examples using as a frame.

Maths:
Subtract
amounts of
money

.
See the video amount subtracting
amounts of money.

English:
Explanation
Writing

Watch the video of Miss Brittain
explaining what conjunctions for cause
and effect are.

Afternoon Activity
: Music

Afternoon
Activity 2:
French

Your task is to use the cards and see how many sentences you can create using
a conjunction. Can you create your own sentences too using the cards? See the
examples at the end of the video to help you.

Complete the task on YUMU Spring 1- Week 3.
Learn the names for family members in
French – use the video on dojo to learn
the French words for different family
members.

Matching activity- match the French to the English names for family members.

Friday 22nd January
Lesson

Learning

Maths:
Giving change
using money

See the video about how to give change using money.

English:
Explanation
Writing

Think about the learning we have completed so far
this week. Watch the video of Miss Brittain
explaining the task.

Afternoon
Activity : Art
and Design

Activity
If challenge B is too tricky go to A.
Challenge A –making a total. If needed children could subtract totals
from £5 or re-practice subtracting from £1 or £2 if more practice is
needed for this.
Challenge - B change from £10 and £5 using either mental (coin
subtraction or numberlines – children can choose and try out
different methods today).
ALL CHILDREN MAY NEED TO START WITH THIS ONE TODAY!
Challenge C – change from £5 or £10 – multistep problems adding and
subtraction practice.
Challenge D – independent multistep adding and subtraction practice.
Write own subtraction problem and then explaining problem with
multiple answers.

Write a paragraph about volcanos using cause and effect
conjunctions. Use the word mat to help you. If you need to you
can watch yesterday’s English videos to revise your knowledge of
conjunctions before completing the task.

Have a look at Banksy and Keith Haring’s pieces of art, compare them both. Can you create your own piece of art
inspired by the two artists?

This afternoon you can also finish off any tasks that you haven’t completed for the week.

Other Activities that you can complete throughout the week:
PSHCE
Write 10 Top Tips that you
will need to follow to
become a good
communicator.

Spellings
Practice your weekly spellings- Suffixes sub and tele
Telescope, television, subordinate, telegraph, telephone,
subway, submarine, submerge, subject, submit

Read Theory
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
TTRS
https://ttrockstars.com/

https://spellingframe.co.uk/ This is a great website to test
you on your spellings.
Computing
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutor
ial=getStarted

Click this link, can you
program Scratch to move
10 steps to the left then 10
steps to the right. Follow
the tutorial on the website
if needed.

MyMaths
I have set you a task this week on ‘Word Problems
multiplying’ and the other tasks set on MyMaths you can
complete throughout this term.

PE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T
E5KLR0upl8
Try some volcano yoga at home!
See ClassDojo for more PE activities!

